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Things fall apart chapter 1-7 summary

Chapter 1 Okonkabu is a native of Igbo of the Omiope tribe. He won the respect of the entire tribe when he defeated Amalisin the cat in a wrestling fight when he was younger. He earned the respect of all nine villages that make the tribe. With this victory, the tribe of Okonkabu Jagado became more
important within the nine. Although his name may be known throughout the tribe with honor, his father was not... Onuka, Okenbo's father was lazy and no one inside the village, the only thing he was good at was playing music, he borrowed a lot of money but never paid back, and as Okonkabu got older
he started to hate and feel sorry for him for being such a failure. Chapter 2 The episode begins with the city's aircraft carrier gathering all the tribesmen to market to announce that someone from a neighboring village (Mbaino) killed someone's wife from the tribe when she was at the local market...
Everyone reacts angrily and sends Okonkwa as an emissary because he is the greatest fighter in the tribe and everyone knows him because he took the heads of five hostiles during the battle to reach a peace settlement before they went to war in which Umiophy would certainly win because of their great
reputation as warriors... The peace treaty included giving to the tribe of Okonkabu a virgin and a young man. The tribe receives the offering and sends a woman to become Ujafi Udo's wife due to the choice of the elderly man and his dead wife and a young man named Ikemophona, this boy is sent to
Okonbo because no one knew what to do with him and he sends Ikemophona with his first wife. Onkabu treated his three wives and eight children badly, and very harshly, he hated everything his father loved. Navia, his eldest son, was the laziest of them all, so he suffers greatly when his father is nearby
and must withstand all his beatings. Chapter 3 This chapter tells how Okonkavo earns his entire wealth, Onuka, his father as I said before was a failure and had many duties, the oracle said it was due to his laziness so that Okonkabu could not use his father to start his wealth, here it was said that Unoka
died because of swelling because in the tribe it is one of the most shameful things that can happen to anyone. If you die from this, you can't be buried because it would be a felony for Mother Nature so they'll send you to evil Forrest to die. Okonwo starts his farm by asking someone already wealthy inside
a tribe called Nwakibie to lend him 400 sperm sweet potatoes (which they used as a coin in the tribe) but instead he gives Okonkwo 800 because he's always been a hard worker. He started his farm with these plus 400 yams that a friend gave him. He suffered a lot for the first time with the harvest due to
the weather and almost lost everything, but he says that making some of the crops survive proves the strength he had.  Chapter 4 Peace Week surrounds the village, during this week there is no violence The whole tribe, it's to make the crops better and bigger during the year. Icampona and Nwoye are
starting to make great contact as if they were good brothers, but not only does Nwoye make contact with him, Okonkwo also starts connecting with this guy, although he doesn't show it because he says it will only prove a weakness that's displayed... Ikemouna starts calling him Dad. One day Okonkabu
arrives at his cabin and sees that there is no food on the table, he soon realizes that one of his wives, the one in charge of serving it, braided her hair in another cabin. When he finds her, he starts hitting her hard even though his other two wives are urging him not to. It makes him get punished for
interrupting Peace Week. Is to sacrifice a chicken, a goat, give 100 cowries (another form of coin) and give some cloth. After a week of peace he begins to settle the land for crops with Ikemoona and Nwoye, they do a poor job and Okonwko visits them knowing they don't understand agriculture like he
does, eventually Ikemufuna tells some stories from home to family. Chapter 5 Before the crops are ready the village is ready, the village is ready to have a feast for the new sea, which makes everyone decorate their huts, paint themselves with creative designs and they throw away all their old sweet
potatoes to bring the new ones. Okonkabu is not a fan of the drinkers because he thinks it's time for laziness. At the point of the episode Okonkwo beats his wife Ekwefi and then begins to prepare to start hunting. His wife mocks him in a whispering voice that he's never fired his rifle and that's why he's so
bad at it so Okonkabu turns around and shoots her, he misses... Every year along with the drinker there is also the wrestling match in which many years ago, Okonkabu made Aquipi fall in love with him when he defeated the cat. So much so that she ran away from her current husband to be with him. In
Ochonkwu's hut, Azinma, Aquapi's daughter serves Okonkabu his meal, and as the episode goes on, Okonkabu notices that he really likes her, but doesn't behave so much. Then two more of Okonkabu's daughters wait for him to finish his food. Episode 6 The wrestling game takes place, starting with
children aged 15 and 16. The son of one of Okonkabu's friends wins the game and the corsages continue, some women start talking to one of them, Akkofi and the other a priestess. They're talking about how a girl who passed 10 is now staying. At the end of the episode a guy named Okpo who won
against Ikazu is to represent the country wrestling.  Chapter 7 3 has passed since Ikemupua was under Okonkavo's care, he bonded with his entire family and was taken to Okonoco's son because he is like a son he never had, one who worked well and was not as lazy as Neveu, although he changed, he
learned to be more masculine over the years just to please his father. Locust starts appearing in A tribe, which happens once in a generation for seven years and it's something the tribe expects because they're great to eat... People even have stories about them and stories, Ubufi comes to Okonkabu's
cabin only to tell him that Ikopone should be killed as the Oracle said, Okonkabu is sad and he is left to stay out of it. He later lies to Icampona and Novia and tells them he'll go back to his family... They both end sad and the journey begins. Many men accompany Ikamu turning out of the village and
quickly telling Ikemouna not to look back, he thinks only to see his family and mother, he thinks she's dead, he also thinks of his sister who might not recognize him because he was taken when she was just 3 years old. Then Icampoona feels how a man attacks him with a macheto and he turns running to
Ocunacabo and yells at my dad, they killed me! Okonoko finishes it so he doesn't look weak. When he comes home, Navia knows Ikempone died and felt so sad but he didn't cry, he says he felt that way when he heard some crying coming from evil Forrest a long time ago from babies, babies sent there
because they were twins. To continue to enjoy our site, we ask that you err on your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Chapter 1Source: We know Okonkabu, a great man from the Igbo tribe, well known in the nine villages and beyond. In his youth, he became famous when he
defeated Milinza the cat, a large juicer. He is a formidable man, tough and intimidant in appearance; When he's angry, he stutters. Stuttering makes him more angry, and he uses his fists. He's got a temper. He has no patience for unsuccessful people; His father was such a man. His father, a man named
Onuka, was a lazy man who did nothing, who died deep in debt. The number veers to tell us about Onuka. Onuka was a great flute player in his youth, but he became a failure as an adult. He kept borrowing from his friends from his neighbors, and his children and wife didn't have enough food. One day, a
neighbor of Onuka, a man named Okoyi, came to discuss the money Inuka owed him. Hospitality rituals are described: the guest brings a Coke, the kind of food eaten during visits, and the men often speak proverbially. Okoy was supposed to take the third highest title in the country, and he had to gather
resources. Onuka laughed at him, telling him he had many other debts he had to pay first. Onuka died deep in debt. But Okonkabu, despite being young, is already a man. He's got two barns full of linings, and he's bravely fought two inter-tribal wars. He's already taken two degrees. He has three wives.
The narrator tells us that his high position was the reason he was trusted to keep the lost boy sacrificed to her omia to avoid war. The doomed boy was named Icampona. Disintegration is part tragedy and part documentary. This is the story of Okonkabu and his tragic death after the death of the white
man; It is also a piece of fiction documenting the world that the white man destroyed. The structure is important to the tragedy, and by the rules of Aristotle's tragedy everything not essential to the central action needs to be removed. However, the tragedy of Okonkavo's death is seen as part of a larger
tragedy: the defeat and forced transformation of a great people. Echechee's novel is both a tragedy and a memory. The narrative tends to deviate from the subject; To understand the severity of Okalonwou's tragedy, the reader must see him in the context of his world. Acehba gives us detailed accounts of
Igbo's traditions, customs and beliefs. Memory is an important issue; Here, this research guide uses memory as a broad term covering all documentary-style descriptions of Igbo life. At the end of the novel, the reader realizes that the account he just read is the story of a culture that has changed
irreparably. Another part of Echebre's project is to give a balanced and sensitive portrait of Igo culture, when African tribal cultures have long since been abolished by white scholars as barbaric and evil. Diverging is one of Echeche's most important tools. He's taking every opportunity he can to tell us
about a past incident that only indirectly relates to his main story. These anomalies allow him to herald the portrait of tribal life. Ambition and greatness are two closely related issues. Okonkabu is determined to be the opposite of his father. He's already taken two degrees (honorary degrees that give a
man status in the tribe) and he's pretty rich. Success and respect are very important to Oconkovo. He worked his whole life to earn the respect of his people. His work ethic and ambition also constitute his faults: he is a difficult man, quick to anger and without humility. One night, as Okonkabu prepares to
sleep, he hears the city's uterine, strikes his hollow instrument and calls on all the people of Omiopeia for an early meeting tomorrow morning. The night is dark and moonless, and the narrator explains that the darkness was terrifying even for the bravest of the Igbo. The forest is an evil place at night.
Okonkabu suspects war is brewing: he is a respected warrior, and war gives him a chance to gain greater esteem. The next morning, Umuofia's ten thousand men gather at the market. Ubofi Ahugu, a powerful speaker, gives the traditional overtem: he turns in four different directions, raises a tight fist,
and cries Umuofia kwenu, which all men shout ya! He greets them like this for the fifth time, and then he tells them that men from the neighboring village of Mabino have killed a girl from Imoopia. The men discuss the situation, and decide to follow the usual course of action: they will have an ultimatum, A
boy and a virgin in compensation. Nearby villages fear Emwafia because its drugged men and grooms are strong. This is the most powerful war medicine (magic) is agadi-nwayi, a magic imposed by the spirit of an old woman with one leg. The narrator tells us that in fairness to Leumiopia, it must be said
that the village never went to war without first trying a peaceful settlement, and even then it only continued if the war was approved by the Oracle of Hills and Caves. And the Oracle will often hide war. Okonkabu was chosen as a courier. He goes and treats him with respect, and he comes back with the
young boy and the virgin girl. The girl goes to the man whose wife was murdered. As for the child, the village is in no hurry to decide its fate. His name is Icampona. He's moving in with Okonkabu and his family. The narrator describes Okonkabu and his family, as well as their living situation. Okonkwo has
a separate chalet, or Obi, in the heart of their family complex. Every woman has her own cabin. It's all surrounded by a big red wall. Sweet potatoes are the main crop of the Igbo, and the complex includes a sweet potato storage barn. There is also a temple, or medicine house. Okonkabu rushes into
anger. He controls his family like a tyrant. He fears failure, and hates the memory of his idle father; His eldest son, Navia, shows signs of being like Okonkbo's father, which is why Okonwu is very difficult for him. Icampona is brought home with Okonkabu and enjoys Navia's mother. The boy is homesick
and doesn't understand why he was taken from his family. Analysis: Achebache gives us a concise portrait of Igbo's social organization, on several levels. We see that the town is not controlled by a chief, but by a general assembly of all men. In fact, Igbo has a primitive democracy. We learn that yams
are a staple, and a great inony of sweet potatoes indicates prosperity. We also learn that Umuofia prize justice, and does not wage wars of occupation. There is also a high level of social mobility. Note that while Onuka was a failure, Okonkavo became a man of nothing among his people. Okonko fears
failure. The subject of ambition has its own jaws, and it is Oklono's fear of failure that makes him a difficult man. He's strong, but he can't see that the women and his children aren't as physically strong as he is. And yet he drives them to work as hard as he does. All his wives and children fear him.
Okonwu tries to help his son, Navia, by doubly knocking on him. But this approach makes Navia a sad and angry youth. When Okonkavo was young, his father Onuka went to the Agabela, oracle hills and caves. He asked why he had always had a miserable harvest, despite his prayers and offerings to
the gods. The oracle told him that the malfunction was not in the gods, but in his laziness. Onuka died of swelling believed to be an abomination to Earth Like others who died badly, he was left in the forest of evil. Okonko lived in fear of the kind of failure and sad ending that met his father. Okonkabu didn't
inherit a barn full of seed linings. He had to start as a partner for a rich man named Nwakibie. Nwakibie was generous, but the first year Oconcavo planted was the worst transplant year in Umuofia's living memory. Okonkabu, with staccoon determination, survived. His father was in his final days then. He
praised Okonkabu, but it only tried Okonko's patience. Analysis: Okonkabu has overcome incredible diversity. His father's pathetic end and death stained him with shame, leaving him without inheritance. His rise to social power and wealth was a triumph of tenacity and will be. Sharing is a difficult way to
start; Furthermore, the first year Oconcavo planted was a terrible harvest year. But Okonkabu was young and strong, and he managed to survive. The experience was crucial to the formation of his character. The center of Okonkavo's beliefs is not only a work ethic, but a belief in the ability of a desire to
overcome adversity. He is confident that he can control his environment; He rules as a man, and he's very proud of his people. Understanding these beliefs is key to understanding the tragedy that follows Okonkavo later, after the death of the white man. Chapter 4Moon:Okonkwo shows some emotions
openly, none of them soft ones. He once insulted a man at a town meeting, implying that the man was a woman. No one had titles. Okonkabu was reprimanded, and senior village officials said the iron should show humility; However, Okonkabu was never so lucky. Everything he's got is earned himself.
Icampona is very homesick, but over time he finds a place among Okonkabu's family. Navia, two years younger than him, is inseparable; Even Okonko likes the kid, even though he doesn't show it openly. Icampona is a smart kid; He knows how to make flutes and traps for rodents. He's starting to call
Oinkbo a father. During Peace Week, Ochiobo's young wife, Eugiugo, goes out to spice up her hair and neglects to cook him breakfast in the afternoon. When she returns, Okonkabu beats her wildly. This act is an abomination to Igbo. No one is even allowed to speak this after during Peace Week;
Okonkavo's offense threatens the harvest of the entire tribe. Aziani, the earth-god priest, arrives before sundown. He scorned Okonkabu's traditional offer of a Coke nut and demanded a stiff fine of goods and money from Okonkwo. Okonkabu pays it, regrets inwardly, but he's too proud to openly admit to



his neighbors that he's wrong. His neighbors are starting to say he's grown proud. It's time to plant; While they're making the sweet potatoes, Okonkabu is very difficult for Novia and Icampona. Sweet potato is a man's crop, and Oconcavo is very demanding. Sweet potatoes are hard, too. Raise, sensitive
and time of work. The sheer season comes, during which children are huddled by fires indoors, resting. With the transplant season over, Igbo will enjoy a rest period before the work of the harvest. Icampona and Nwoye came very close; Navia loves the older boy, who is now like a brother to him.
Icampona has an endless supply of folk tales, and hearing them makes Noya see the world in a new light. Analysis: McCollinity is one of Okonwu's obsessions. He sees every soft emotion as feminine and therefore weak. His culture is as patriarchal as anyone else's, but in his need to be strong
Okonkabu carries the preoccupation with masculinity to extremism. He didn't learn restraint. Ugyugugu's beating is the first concrete incident in the book during which we watch Okonkabu lose control. Although he begins the beating after forgetting it's peace week, when he remembers he won't stop. He's
not a man who'll do anything halfway, even if he knows there are consequences. Later, this hybrid destroys it. His neighbors notice his pride. Even when O'Callelowo feels a trail, he's very tormented to hide it. This drive and intense pride have made him a man of the thing, but they are also the source of
all his faults. In his sincere desire to see his son Navia become great, he made the child very unhappy. Okonkabu isn't exactly a typical Igbo male: although Achba defines Okonkabu's fall parallel to the autumn of his people, he also shows us that Okonkabu is an extraordinary man among the Igbo, in
good and bad ways. In other men of the village, we see restraint and humility. We see Iemefuna as a role model that Nwoye lacks. Afraid of his cruel father, Noya now has a kind older brother to saddle. We also see that Nwoye is a thoughtful boy: his responses to the people's days of Ikemefuna are
fanciful and beautiful. Chapter 5Mer: The New Sea Holiday is coming up. This marks the beginning of harvest season. All the old yams are eliminated, and delicious new yams are eaten for dining. The new sea marks the beginning of a new year, and the beginning of a season of abundance. Okonkabu,
like all wealthy men, always invites huge numbers of guests to the feast. But he himself is quite impatient with holidays, and prefers to work on his farm. Preparing for the festival makes him a Renaissance. Three days before the festival, he is furious when he sees that some leaves have been cut from the
banana tree (banana leaves are used to wrap food in many tropical countries). When his second wife admits the act, he brutally beats her. He then decides to go hunting. Even though he's a man, Okonkabu is not a big hunter. The woman who's been beaten for an hour makes a comment about guns that
never get fired at her, and he tries to shoot her. He's coniferous. Despite these interruptions, the festival is happily celebrated. The second day of the new year is the day for Akofi, Okonkabu's second wife, loves wrestling games. It was watching Okonkabu defeat the cat she fell in love with. She married
another man, but a few years later she ran away from him and came to live with Okonkabu. In those days, she was the great beauty of the village. That was 30 years ago. Aquipi had only one child, her daughter Azinma. Eskinema is a lovely, beautiful, smart young girl, one of her father's favorites,
although he rarely shows her. We see her helping the other women, doing chores for her mom, and bringing Vinco his food. Analysis: Chapter 5 heralds the portrait of Okalunou's family life. His three wives live together peacefully, and they seem to have a great affection for each other. Eskinema is much
loved, not only by Aquapi and Oconcavo, but also by the other women. The children live together as brothers and sisters. Icampona was fully absorbed into the family. But Okonkabu controls fear. His anger at the banana tree is completely unfounded; He's using it as an excuse to hit someone. He's
insanely self-absorbed, and doesn't see fit to learn a constraint for his family. Igbo's girlfriend is patriarchal, but this episode focuses on female characters. Akufi is far from shy: fresh from the beating, she laughs at her husband. We also meet her daughter Aginma, one of the book's most endearing
characters. Okonkabu's treatment of her is humane, balancing his harsh treatment of The Noya. One of the reasons for his sediance with Azina is her gender: as a child, expectations of her are different. Okonkabu often hopes she will be a boy, but the wish seems benign next to his relentless treatment of
Noye. We see that Ocunkbo is at least capable of softening. Since he doesn't have the same terrible expectations of a girl as his son, he can treat her with little subtlety at least. Delicate.
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